LSC Junior Bitch - Dr. R Zammit

1 Siobahn Greyt Encore 2100461873 - 8/10/2016
* Gavin v Hasenborn (Nd) BH AD HD ED / ChVladimir Greyt Sensation A Z

Exhibitor: MortonK/Yun Y Breeder: Y Yun

61.5 – 30 – very large bitch of correct proportions, feminine head and expression, but not yet developed final self assurance nevertheless good nature, correct neck flowing into the withers with a continuing good topline and correct length and lay of the croup, well balanced forequarter angulation, nicely developed sternum, excellent angulation in the rear not over angulated, hocks sufficiently firm, slightly close going but this may improve as she develops, excellent reach, well balanced and committed hindquarter drive, at times there is a distraction between front and back but this will improve with age.

VERY GOOD

LSC Inter. Bitch - Dr. R Zammit

1 Kuirau Kristen AZ 2100452957 - 20/05/2016
*Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner A Z / *Kuirau Xquisite Lady A Z

Exhibitor: P,D&J Murray Breeder: Exh

59-30 – over medium size - just into class – feminine head, dark eye, neck slightly upright which sometimes mars the outline into the withers, good firm topline, correct proportions, very good length and lay of croup, very good forequarter where the upper arm could be a little longer, very good hindquarter angulation, good underline for her age, hocks are yet to firm and still a little narrow going. Displays very good forequarter reach which is slightly restricted, excellent hindquarter drive which flows through the back.

VERY GOOD

2 Kingvale Keeper Of My Dreams AZ 2100447449 - 26/02/2016
*Ch. Sundaneka True Blue (IID) A Z / Kingvale Magical Powers A Z

Exhibitor: S&I Pacek Breeder: Exh

59-32 - over medium size, feminine head and expression, full dentition, good pigment and colour, correct proportions very good angulations front and back, correct coming and going, firm hocks and elbows, firm topline maintained during the gait and displays a far reaching gait with very good hindquarter drive transmitted through the croup and the back making her a very lovely bitch in movement.

VERY GOOD

3 Eroica Enjoy The Game AZ 5100090518 - 4/11/2015
*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z / *ChVladimir Glam I Am A Z

Exhibitor: K. Roberts Breeder: CAE Leonard

59.5 – 30 – over medium size bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, dark eye, full dentition, at times the ears come in a little way and therefore not a broad skull, very good proportions, very good prosternum when the close of the shoulder blade is a little more defined, good length and lay of the croup with very good hindquarter angulation, correct coming, loose elbows coming and she sometimes stands with an east west front. Sufficient forward reach very good hindquarter drive maintains through the croup and back.

VERY GOOD
Ch Scherzar Uptown Girl 2100445347 - 4/01/2016
*Ch Toujour Beau Thunder Storm A Z / Scherzar Ramblin Rose
Exhibitor: C Bird Breeder: Exh
57-30 – under medium size bitch of good proportions, the head is strong but still feminine, lay of shoulder is a little open, good length and lay of croup, correct hindquarter angulation, firm hocks, correct coming Still good forward reach at times holds herself a little low in the gait, hindquarter drive maintained through the back.
VERY GOOD

Aimsway Star Dust 2100449508 - 31/03/2016
* Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / Aimsway Heroine A Z
Exhibitor: A Witts Breeder: Martens J&L
59 – 26 – above medium size, strong feminine head, correct dentition, sufficient forequarter angulation shoulder should be longer, very good hindquarter angulation, hocks could be firmer, correct coming. The picture is marred by quite a bit of movement over the loins as a result the placement of the croup hence the hindquarter drive is not correctly transmitted.
VERY GOOD

LSC Open Bitch - Dr. R Zammit
1 * Reichkaiser Thrill Of The Chase AZ 2100431884 - 26/06/2015
* Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / *Andacht Erin Strauss A Z
Exhibitor: Herzig M /Birac E Breeder: Reichkaiser Knls
61.5-32 – very large, strong but feminine bitch, full dentition, good head and expression, the upper arm is short and swings the scapula forwards and actually decreases the height at wither, stands east west at times, firm backline, good croup, very good hindquarter angulation, hocks are firm, tends to throw elbows out slightly when coming, forward reach is slightly restricted, good hindquarter drive transmitted through good backline.
EXCELLENT

2 *Ch Siobahn Greyt Temptation (AI) AZ 2100438368 - 4/10/2015
*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z / *ChVladimir Greyt Sensation A Z
Exhibitor: Becker C&Yun A&Y Breeder: A&Y Yun
60 – 30 – large feminine bitch, very good pigmentation and colour, very good proportions, the croup is set slightly steep and mars the topline, stands slightly east west at times with flat feet, balanced angulation fore and hind, firm hocks, slightly narrow coming. Maintains a good side gait, good forward reach and hindquarter drive.
EXCELLENT

3 Diamondblue Coco AZ 2100399032 - 19/12/2013
* Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / Diamond Blue Sharkeva
Exhibitor: K Anderson Breeder: W. Balderson
58-29 – medium size bitch with excellent proportions, good neck placement into topline, good shoulder and lay of croup, stands slightly east west, excellent hindquarter angulation with correct underline, firm hocks, elbows could be a bit tighter subsequently the reach is slightly restricted, excellent hindquarter drive, maintains a good topline.
EXCELLENT

BEST BITCH - *REICHKAISER THRILL OF THE CHASE AZ
RUNNER UP – CRYTARA SILK SOX
LSC Junior Dog - Dr. R Zammit

1 Sundaneka Almandin - 2100461660 - 8/10/2016
*Ch. Vablo v Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu) / Sundaneka Bella Donte A Z
Exhibitor: G&K Stevenson  
Breeder: Exh
65-33 – large, strong dog with good head and expression, full dentition, correct proportions, the upper arm could be a little longer very good hindquarter angulation, good neck still to broaden, sufficiently in the chest, good length of foreleg goes into a good forward reach and hindquarter drive transmitted through a firm back.
VERY GOOD

LSC Inter. Dog - Dr. R Zammit

1 Ch Herrzig Kouragous Kvick AZ2100446036 - 11/02/2016
* Ury vom Zisawinkel (Deu) a ED / Herzig Kalista Indianna
Exhibitor: M Herzig  
Breeder: Exh
66-34 – very large, strong impressive head, excellent dark eye, lovely pigment and colour, strong neck which flows into a nice wither, lovely topline, at times the croup appears a little flat, upper arm could be longer as should the upper thigh, correct coming and going, good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive however the hindquarter drive is slightly marred by some movement over the croup. This dog would benefit from an exercise regime that will maintain firmness over this region.
VERY GOOD

LSC Open Dog - Dr. R Zammit

1 * Bodecka Casanova AZ - 3100310454 - 20/08/2014
* Pepe von der Zenteiche (Deu) a ED / *Bodecka Xrated A Z
Exhibitor: J Joseph  
Breeder: Exh
65-32 – large, strong dog of still good proportions, strong head, good placement of prosternum, good angulation of the front and back, good length and lay of croup, correct coming and going, slight restriction in the forequarter reach which opens his shoulders more as he gaits, good hindquarter drive with the back just sufficiently dry.
EXCELLENT

2 * Siobahn Greyt Impact (AI) AZ - 21000756441 - 4/10/2015
*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can A Z / *ChVladimir Greyt Sensation A Z
Exhibitor: I Selby  
Breeder: A&Y Yun
66-32 – very large, strong male masculine head, strong neck flowing into a good shoulder proceeding into a firm topline, just a very slight peak at the beginning of the loins, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, correct coming and going. Sufficient forequarter reach that could be a little more pronounced, very good hindquarter drive which follows through a sufficiently firm back.
EXCELLENT

3 *CH Sundaneka True Blue AZ - 2100379583 - 11/02/2013
* Fulz di Zenevredo a / *Xyna vom Niemberger Eck (Deu) a ED
Exhibitor: G&K Stevenson  
Breeder: K&G Stevenson
63.5-32.5 – medium size, strong, still good proportions, good colour and pigment where eye could be darker, full dentition, angulation in the front could be more pronounced, very good neck, presents good top and underline, hocks are slightly loose, firm in elbows. Sufficient forward reach and hindquarter drive the back should be somewhat firmer therefore dog requires a more vigorous exercise programme.
EXCELLENT

BEST DOG - *BODECKA CASANOVA AZ
RUNNER UP - *SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT (AI) AZ
STOCK COATS

Junior Bitch - Dr. R Zammit

GRADED – 1-8 VERY GOOD 9 – GOOD

1. Freevale Inner Beauty 2100466105 - 16/12/2016
   * Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED/*Ch Jonkahra Simply Irresistible A Z
   
   **Exhibitor:** Morris M&C/Kelso P  
   **Breeder:** M&C Morris

   61-31 – very large, very strong bitch, very good head and expression, beautiful outline with lovely neck that flows into a high wither, good strong topline with a good well laid croup, correct proportions, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, and good length of leg, correct coming and going. Very easy free flowing gait, very good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive maintained through a good croup and topline gives an excellent picture.

2. Freevale Beauty Spot 2100466104 - 16/12/2016
   * Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 aED/*Ch Jonkahra Simply Irresistible A Z
   
   **Exhibitor:** M&C Morris  
   **Breeder:** Exh

   60-31 – large, feminine, medium strong bitch, broad skull, correct length of muzzle, good strong neck flowing into high wither flowing onto good topline the croup is just slightly steep at this stage, very good forequarter and hindquarter angulation, good firmness for her age, the hocks will tighten more with age but is sufficient at this time, correct coming. Ground covering movement with free forehand reach and hindquarter drive transmitted through the back.

3. Lozani Clara 2'100460549 - 18/09/2016
   * Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / Bronacre Chiquiita A Z
   
   **Exhibitor:** Z Petreski  
   **Breeder:** Exh

   58.5-27.5 – medium size, feminine head, full dentition, correct length of neck into high wither, medium eye, firm topline, the croup is just slightly flat, sufficient fore and hindquarter angulation would like to see the upper arm a little longer this is reflected in the restriction in the shoulder but still sufficient reach and hindquarter drive which is transmitted through the back.

   * Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / *Senmora Little Miss Sunshine A Z
   
   **Exhibitor:** SeniorJ.N.R./Miner A  
   **Breeder:** Exh

   60-29 – large, medium strong bitch, very feminine head, good pigment and colouration, the bitch has white on the prosternum which is a little bit too much, good strength of back for her age, shoulder angulation is a little bit open, hindquarter angulation very good, correct coming and going, the forward reach is sufficient she is able to move her shoulders well back, the croup however is still steep when she gaits.

5. Sundaneka Baileys On Ice 2100463664 - 12/11/2016
   *Ch.Vablo v Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu)/Sundaneka Tequila Sunrise A Z
   
   **Exhibitor:** G&K Stevenson  
   **Breeder:** Exh

   60-31 – large, medium strong feminine bitch, good topline, under developed underline reflected in her age, upper arm should be a bit longer, very good hindquarter angulation but the hocks are extremely loose and the points of the hock nearly touch when moving away, unable to fully assess side movement appears to give the bitch sufficient forequarter movement, she appears to have very good hindquarter gait but is lost somewhat in the movement of the hocks side view.
6  **Bhuachaille Always A Dreamer AZ**  2100456391 - 13/07/2016  *Ch Labo vom Schollweiher IPO3 (Deu a ED / Bhuachaille Notorious A Z  
*Exhibitor:* **P.E. Smith**  *Breeder:* **Exh**  
62.5 – 29 – double PI upper left – oversize, strong bitch but still feminine head, sufficiently dark eye, shoulders still open, still good proportions, developing underline, correct lay of croup which could be a little longer, has more development to do in the width of the thigh, mostly correct coming and going, sufficient forequarter reach and hindquarter drive but at this stage insufficient connection through the loin distracts somewhat in movement.

7  **Reje Debra**  2100457436 - 7/08/2016  * Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / Reje Cody A Z  
*Exhibitor:* **D&P Marano**  *Breeder:* **Exh**  
57-26 – under medium size, medium strong, correct proportions, full dentition, good strength over the back the croup to develop a little bit in angle, forequarter angulation shoulder open, good hindquarter angulation, correct coming and going, just sufficient reach good hindquarter drive, much movement through the croup gives loss of transmission in the drive.

8  **Trueally Bianchi**  2100461538 - 28/09/2016  * Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / Sundaneka Yakoota A Z  
*Exhibitor:* **CH Tjhin**  *Breeder:* **Exh**  
64-30 – medium size, strong bitch where the skull should be broader, the topline is sufficiently firm, the underline has yet to develop, the upper arm could be a bit longer and with such has open angle of the shoulder, hindquarter angulation is sufficient, hocks yet to firm, correct coming, the forequarter reach needs to be far more pronounced sufficient hindquarter drive, the musculature is insufficient at this stage.

9  **Conkasha Celtic Flame**  2100463883 - 26/11/2016  * Sundaneka Thunda Down Unda A Z / Conkasha Ambers Spirit A Z  
*Exhibitor:* **T Devine**  *Breeder:* **Exh**  
Unable to be correctly measured today 61 – 31 – very large, not sufficiently firm today with a reluctance to be measured – feminine bitch, medium strong, good length of foreleg, would prefer slightly longer upper arm, high wither, good proportions, good topline, developing underline, should develop in the forequarter angulation, correct coming and going, when finally settled displayed a good far reaching gait and hindquarter drive. Unfortunately, her temperament penalised her today.

**Intermediate Bitch - Dr. R Zammit**

## GRADED 1-9 VERY GOOD

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | **Kuirau Jorjie Girl AZ**  2100444757 - 23/01/2016  
* Veneze Lutz (UK) a ED / Kuirau Chakira A Z  
*Exhibitor:* **P, D&J Murray**  *Breeder:* **Exh**  
57-29 – under medium size, medium strong bitch, feminine head and expression, sufficiently dark eye, topline has a very slight peak in the middle, good forequarter angulation, the hindquarter angulation requires more width to develop and this may come with age, correct coming and going, good forequarter reach and hindquarter drive however some movement over the croup which results in loss of transmission of the drive through the topline. |
2  *Heiko Kirra Lilly AZ  2100428998 - 25/03/2015
Exhibitor: M Knapton  Breeder: Exh
*Ch Gerry vom Schacher (Deu) a ED / Heiko Mags All over A Z
60-28 – large, medium strong bitch, feminine head, good eye colour, good length of neck
flowing into a very nice topline right through to the croup which itself is of good length and lay,
the upper arm is too short at the point of shoulder in stance, good length of foreleg, very good
hindquarter angulation, hocks could be somewhat firmer, correct coming the gait varies
somewhat at times can be expansive others she pulls back and restricts the forereach when
she does and the hindquarter drive, the back should be firmer during movement through the
transmission of the hindquarters.

3  *Sundaneka Undercover Angel AZ  2100446049 - 28/01/2016
Exhibitor: G&K Stevenson  Breeder: Exh
*Ch.Vablo v Osterberger-Land aED(Deu)/*Xyna vNiembergerland (Deu)a ED
62-36 – oversize, medium strong bitch, feminine head and expression, dark eyes, the upper
arm should be longer, good length of foreleg, good proportions, very good topline, very good
hindquarter angulation, the hocks yet to tighten and are a little close nevertheless she drives
well in the hindquarter and transmits it through the back, there is some restriction in the
forequarter reach which causes to not cover as much ground as she should.

4  Bossface Jagger  2100444742 - 20/01/2016
Exhibitor: M&C Theris  Breeder: Exh
* Lashadas Chick Magnet ET A Z / *Khayem Galina A Z
58-28 – medium size, calm and self assured sable bitch, good topline, croup could be a little
longer and not quite as steep, good forequarter angulation, upper thigh should
be longer, correct coming and going. In movement far reaching gait and good hindquarter drive however
outline is marred by the croup causing the tail to be set high.

5  Ch Tyrilebee Making Memories  2100440929 - 5/09/2015
Exhibitor: C Morrison  Breeder: Exh
* Odin Delle Terra Matildiche (Italy) HD ED/ChTyrilebee Caught In The Act
62-31 – oversize, medium strong feminine bitch, dark muzzle and eye colour is light, good
topline let down a little by the croup which should be longer and less steep, good fore and hind
angulation, slightly close going correct coming, good forequarter reach the hindquarter drive is
not transmitted effectively due to the closeness of the hocks and steepness of the croup.

6  Aimsway Lockett  2100455883 - 22/05/2016
Exhibitor: J&L Martens  Breeder: Exh
*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher IPO3 (Deu a ED /AimswayVegas Glimmer A Z
58-29 – medium size sufficiently friendly bitch but not yet self assured, medium strong,feminine
bitch of good colour, the eye colour could be darker, in stance a nice neck flowing into a good
topline and appears to be a well moulded croup, the upper arm should be longer which would
assist the forequarter angulation, good hindquarter angulation the hocks are sufficiently firm,
correct coming and going. She is able to cover the ground very well with sufficient reach and
hindquarter drive.

7  Sundaneka Unique Storm  2100446050 - 28/01/2016
Exhibitor: StevensonG&K/Coppini R&D  Breeder: G&K Stevenson
60-29 – large, medium strong bitch, good head and expression, upper arm Is short, length of
foreleg is good, good topline, underline is yet to develop, still yet to broaden in the chest for
age sufficient, correct neck. Displays a nice easy far reaching gait the hindquarter drive should
be a little more committed and this would improve with exercise and better muscular
development.
8 Schonfeuer Wild Fire 2100445781 - 13/01/2016
Ch *Labo v Schollweih IPO3 (Deu a Ed) */Alimanda Flighting With Fire A Z
Exhibitor:T&A Mills  Breeder: Exh
58.5-27 – medium size, medium strong sable bitch of good colour and pigmentation the eye could be darker, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, correct topline, good length of croup, the loin could be a little longer and her rib cage, slight restrictions in the reach but still covers the ground well with good hindquarter drive.

9 Trueally Allegra 2100449383 - 25/03/2016
* Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 a ED / Sundaneka Yakoota A Z
Exhibitor:CH Tjhin  Breeder: Exh
62-30 – oversize, medium strong bitch with feminine expression marred a little by slightly round eye, in stance sufficient topline, proportions that require more length of loin for her height, angulation is balanced in the fore and hindquarters, the upper arm should be longer as well as the upper thigh, sound coming and going although the hocks are a little close. The ground cover is sufficient where the forereach should be more pronounced as should the hindquarter drive.

Open Bitch - Dr. R Zammit

GRADED – 1 – VERY GOOD  2-8 EXCELLENT

1 Ch Freevale Crazy Oohla Pink 210040969 - 10/06/2014
*Ch Arkan v Altenberger-Land (Deu) a ED/*ChFreevale Crazy ibn Pink A Z
Exhibitor:M&C Morris  Breeder: Exh
60-27 – large, feminine, medium strong bitch. Lovely long neck into high wither flowing into correct topline, very good length and lay of the croup, well defined underline, very good hindquarter angulation, upper arm should be a little longer, correct coming and going, shows a far reaching gait with good hindquarter drive maintained through the back.

2 *Ch Vladimir Just A Flirt 2100417248 - 3/11/2014
* Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 a ED/ ChVladimir Flirtacious A Z
Exhibitor:G&K Morton  Breeder: Exh
61-29 – very large, medium strong bitch of good proportions, well set pro sternum, correct top and underline, good length and lay of the croup, very good angulations of the forequarter, the upper thigh could be a little longer and the hocks could be a little firmer, correct coming and going, expansive far reaching gait and good hindquarter drive transmitted through a firm back.

3 * Lawine Takira AZ 2100434022 - 12/08/2015
*Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 a ED / Lawine Zasjemina A Z
Exhibitor:PR & DJ Smith  Breeder: Exh
59.5-29 – double PI upper left – over medium size, strong bitch very good proportions, dark eye, feminine head, very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, good far reaching gait with good hindquarter drive, back could be tighter.

4 * Sundaneka Tequila Sunrise AZ 2100379582 - 11/02/2013
*Fulz di Zenevredo a / *Xyna vom Niemergeer Eck (Deu) a ED
Exhibitor:G&K Stevenson  Breeder: Exh
58-28 – medium size, feminine bitch, good fore and hindquarter angulation, still good proportions, good length and lay of the croup, hocks tend to turn in slightly, correct coming, good fore quarter reach and hindquarter drive but has a tendency to fall on the forehand.
5

* Kuirau Indelible AZ 2100427450 - 18/04/2015
*Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) a ED / *ChKuirau Takeira A Z
Exhibitor: P,D&J Murray  Breeder: Ex
59.5-30 – over medium size, just medium strong, feminine head, dark eye, good neck into topline marred a little by the slightly short croup, the underline is not finally developed, the forequarters are a bit open with a short upper arm and the hindquarters are just sufficiently angled, slightly restricted forereach and prefer to see hindquarter drive more pronounced.

6

* Chrisnat Fiercely Serious AZ 2100388748 - 12/01/2014
*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Deu) a ED / *Freevale Serious Stuff A Z
Exhibitor: M Jara  Breeder: exh
59-30 – over medium size, medium strong bitch, beautiful outline instance, good proportions good prosternum, very good top and underline, the upper arm could be a little longer as could the upper thigh, correct coming and going. During gaiting falls on the forehand by lowering herself, thereby not maintaining the height at withers.

7

* Sundaneka Lizzie Lou AZ 2100355230 - 18/01/2012
*Ch. Kwint v Juerikstall (Ndl) a Z / *Sundaneka Calypso Queen A Z
Exhibitor: G&K Stevenson  Breeder: Exh
57-27 – under medium size, medium strong bitch, broad skull the muzzle should be a little broader good neck flowing into a good topline, still good proportions, the upper arm should be a little longer and a little more defined with angulation in the forequarter, good length of foreleg, good lay of croup that could be a little longer, sufficient hindquarter angulation, but the musculature not sufficiently developed, covers ground by lowering herself and therefore falling on the forehand, she is not happy and should have more exercise.

8

* Astasia Neena AZ 4100188816 - 23/01/2014
* Zony vonhaus Gerstenberg (Deu) a Z / *Astasia Da Vina A Z
Exhibitor: Z Petreski  Breeder: B.Hersant
58-26 – medium size, medium strong bitch, good pigment and colouration, desired dark masking and feminine head, good proportions, balanced fore and hind angulation, hocks a little close going, correct coming, insufficient forereach good hindquarter drive transmitted through a firm back.

BEST BITCH - Ch Freevale Crazy Oohla Pink
RUNNER UP - *Ch Vladimir Just A Flirt AZ

Junior Dog - Dr. R Zammit

GRADED – 1-3 VERY GOOD

1

Freinhauf Hannibal 6100101575 - 20/08/2016
*Ch Gerry vom Schacher (Deu) a ED / *Pedra Degli Achei (Ita) a ED
Exhibitor: Lynch L/Cathie J/ Knuckey K&R  Breeder: K&R Knuckey
66 – 32 – very large, strong dog, masculine head, self assured temperament, beautiful neck flowing into his withers and topline, good lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, correct proportions, correct length of foreleg, hocks yet to firm, correct coming, very good forequarter reach and excellent hindquarter drive. Given the opportunity commits himself and displays his attributes at a slower gait and looser lead.
Trueally Balto 2100461535 - 28/09/2016
* Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / Sundaneeka Yakoota A Z
Exhibitor: CH Tjin Breeder: Exh
66.5-33 – very large, strong dog, good head and expression would be better with a slightly more almond shaped eye, good topline and croup is slightly steep, balanced angulation of the fore and hindquarter with good length of foreleg an good proportions,, correct coming and going where the substance of the chest is yet to develop, sufficient forereach and hindquarter drive but would do better with a more robust training and exercise programme.

Trueally Booradley 2100461537 - 28/09/2016
* Juwika Destroyer (Den) a ED / Sundaneka Yakoota A Z
Exhibitor: CH Tjin Breeder: Exh
64.5-30.5 – over medium size, medium strong dog, masculine head with sufficiently firm topline, upper arm could be a bit longer as could the upper thigh, good length of foreleg, some restrictions with the forereach and hindquarter drive on the side gait for his age.

Intermediate Dog - Dr. R Zammit

GRADED – 1-4 VERY GOOD
1 Lago Giotto 5100091765 - 16/01/2016
* Odin Delle Terra Matildiche (Italy) HD ED / Babenberg Jasmine A Z
Exhibitor: C Morrison Breeder: S&F Pittelli
65-33 – large strong dog with good proportions, would like to see the ribs a little longer but he is correct in the loin, good croup, good fore and hind angulation, good length of foreleg well developed underline, firm hocks, correct coming and going, maintains a high wither. During gaiting exercise shows far reaching ground cover with good reach and hindquarter drive and firm back.

2 * Kuirau Ivan Lendl AZ 2100427447 - 18/04/2015
*Ch Xaro von der Plassenberg (Deu) a ED / *Ch Kuirau Takeira A Z
Exhibitor: P,D&J Murray Breeder: Exh
66-31 – very large dog with masculine head, dark eye, strong topline, well set shoulders, very good hindquarter angulation, well developed top and underline for age, very good length of foreleg, correct length and lay of croup, correct coming and going, good far reaching gait maintaining a nice wither and good topline, good drive and transmission through a firm back.

3 Bhuachaille Yessaidfred (AI) AZ 2100450526 - 26/04/2016
* Homer von Amasis (Italy) a ED / Bhuachaille Risky Business A Z
Exhibitor: L&M Nicholas Breeder: Smith P
65-35 – large, self assured masculine dog correct in temperament, good topline with a slight peak and the underline sufficiently developed for his age, balanced fore and hindquarter angulation, correct coming and going, easy flowing gait on a loose lead with good reach and drive.

4 * Conkasha Atomic Fire AZ 2100444171 - 24/01/2016
*Ch. Vablo vom Osterberger-Land a ED (Deu)/ Conkasha Wild Dancer A Z
Exhibitor: T Devine Breeder: Exh
65-33 – large, masculine dog, masculine head and expression, dark eye, good fore and hindquarter angulation, slight peak in the back and the underline has yet to develop as is the musculature over the back and the hindquarters, correct coming and going, slight restriction in forequarter reach, he tends to run a little under himself because of the curvature of the back.
Open Dog - Dr. R Zammit

GRADED – 1-2 EXCELLENT

1   *Ch Vablo vom Osterbergerland (Deu)  SZ 2275558 - 6/10/2011
    * Remo von Fichtenschlag a ED / *Wianna vom Osterberger-Land a ED
    Exhibitor: G&K Stevenson  Breeder: D. Wortmann
65-30 – large, masculine, strong dog, beautiful head and expression, beautiful colour and pigment, correct fore and hindquarter angulation, correctly developed top and underline, very well placed croup, correct coming and going. Balanced far reaching gait good hindquarter drive transmitted through a firm back as his movement progresses, he has a very correct sequence of steps.

2   *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ  2100370674 - 5/10/2012
    * Toby von der Plassenburg (Deu) IPO3 a ED / *ChKuirau Takeira A Z
    Exhibitor: P,D&J Murray  Breeder: Exh
66-32 – very large masculine dog with good head and expression, lovely topline with a high wither, correctly developed top and underline, good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and hind angulation very good length of foreleg, correct coming and going, although sometimes has a tendency to flap one foreleg out, far reaching gait good hind drive however he pulls too hard and tends to lower himself.

BEST DOG – *CH. VABLO V OSTERBERGERLAND (DEU)Aed

RUNNER UP - FREINHAUF HANNIBAL